Understanding the relative importance of internal developmental constraints and external natural selection in the evolution of complex phenotypes remains a central goal for evolutionary biology (Meagher and Futuyma 2001; Klingenberg 2005; Mezey and Houle 2005; Brakefield 2007 ). The scaling relationships, or allometries, among morphological traits represent a class of complex phenotype that is of interest in evolutionary, ecological, and developmental contexts. Allometries are described formally by two parameters: an intercept and a scaling exponent. Morphological variation among biological groups is reflected in variation in these parameters; differences among groups in allometry intercepts reflect variation in the average relative size of trait pairs among groups whereas differences in scaling exponents reflect among-group variation in the shape or slope of the scaling relationships. Allometries can be divided among three categories based on the kind of morphological variation they describe (Cock 1966) . Ontogenetic allometries refer to the relative size of two traits during the growth of an individual. The growth trajectories described by ontogenetic allometries result in a static allometry, which is the scaling relationship among individuals within species, populations, sex, or other groups. Changes in ontogenetic allometries can affect the slope or intercept of static allometries to yield derived scaling relationships, called evolutionary allometries (see Klingenberg and Zimmermann 1992; Shingleton et al. 2007 for discussions). In sum, allometries describe patterns of morphological variation within and among animal groups, and the growth processes that give rise to those patterns. Hence, elucidating the roles of internal and external forces in the evolution of allometry intercepts or slopes will enhance our understanding of how complex morphologies are generated and how they diversify.
Insects derive much of their morphological diversity through exaggeration or reduction in the relative size of body segments, limbs, wings, and other appendages (Emlen and Nijhout 2000) . The high diversity of evolutionary allometries exhibited by insects and other animals contrasts markedly with the low variation within animal groups in relative trait size, where individuals typically adhere tightly to group-specific static allometries (e.g., see Gould 1966; Burkhardt and de la Motte 1987; Stern and Emlen 1999; Emlen and Nijhout 2000) . Despite a long history of interest in these intra-and intergroup patterns (e.g., Thompson 1917; Huxley 1932; Gould 1966) , little has been learned about the pressures shaping allometry evolution (Maynard Smith et al. 1985; Stern and Emlen 1999; Emlen and Nijhout 2000) . External natural selection on the relative size of functionally related traits is predicted to favor the evolution of genetic mechanisms that canalize phenotype expression against environmentally and genetically induced variation (Wagner 1996; Wagner et al. 1997) . Such mechanisms will maintain low intragroup variation in relative trait size and may generate strong genetic correlations that are predicted to constrain the independent evolution of trait values (Cheverud 1984) . Such constraints, however, must be overcome if scaling relationships are to diversify through natural selection.
The degree to which intra-and intergroup patterns in allometries reflect natural selection for particular size relationships among traits or developmental constraints (sensu Maynard Smith et al. 1985) limiting differential trait growth is largely unknown. In part, this is because the roles of internal and external constraints in allometry evolution are difficult to assess experimentally for two reasons. First, identifying developmental constraint is challenging because it requires the demonstration that intrinsic factors make a given phenotype difficult, if not impossible, to evolve. Developmental constraints can result from the lack of genetic variation for particular trait values or from the architecture of developmental or genetic hierarchies regulating and integrating trait expression (Maynard Smith et al. 1985; Hansen and Houle 2004; Klingenberg 2005) . For example, pleiotropy can produce genetic covariation among traits that limits or impedes the multivariate response to selection for particular combinations of trait values, constraining the evolution of some complex phenotypes in both the short and the long term (Arnold 1992) . Regardless of the cause of a putative developmental constraint on phenotype evolution, unequivocal demonstration of a such a negative is difficult. The second challenge for assessing constraints stems from the tendency of individuals in natural populations to adhere strongly to the groupspecific static allometry (e.g., Eberhard and Gutierrez 1991; Baker and Wilkinson 2001; reviewed in Emlen and Nijhout 2000) . Such low phenotypic variation prevents quantification of the shape and strength of selection in much of the surrounding phenotypic space (Endler 1986) .
A two-step solution to these problems involves first testing for clearly defined developmental constraints by attempting to create novel scaling relationships through physiological manipulations or artificial selection (e.g., Weber 1990; Sinervo and Licht 1991; Beldade et al. 2002) ; production of a novel phenotype indicates an absence of constraint. Second, the artificially produced phenotypic variation is then used to estimate more completely the form of natural selection acting on the allometry (e.g., Sinervo et al. 1992; Wilkinson and Reillo 1994; Kingsolver 1999 ; approach reviewed in Sinervo and Basolo 1996) . We have previously used this stepwise methodology to study the evolution of the intercept of the forewing-bodysize allometry in the model butterfly Bicyclus anynana (Frankino et al. 2005) . Here, we apply the program to investigate evolution of the intercept of the scaling relationship between the size of the forewing and hindwing in the same system.
For several reasons, the scaling relationship between Lepidopteran fore-and hindwings represents a model well suited to study the evolution of allometries. First, the system is generalizable because wings develop from imaginal discs, discrete "modules" common to the development of most appendages in holometabolous insects. Second, internal developmental constraints are likely to affect evolution of this scaling relationship because fore-and hindwing imaginal discs are developmental homologues (Carroll et al. 2001 ) that have their growth regulated by the same body-wide signals (Nijhout 1994) , exhibit congruent patterns of developmental gene expression (Carroll et al. 1994; Keys 1999) , and show growth responses to experimental removal of adjacent, developing wing discs during larval ontogeny (Nijhout and Emlen 1998) . Third, external constraints imposed by natural selection on locomotor performance (Dudley 2000) and mate acquisition (Wickman 1992 ) may favor particular within-group static allometries, perhaps accounting for the near-isometric relationship exhibited between fore-and hindwings across butterfly species, and the high among-lineage diversity in relative wing size (Strauss 1990 (Strauss , 1992 . Hence, the forewing-hindwing allometries of Lepidopterans are ecologically relevant, developmentally generalizable, and likely to be subject to substantial developmental constraint and strong natural selection.
Below we present a series of experiments designed to determine the relative importance of developmental constraint and natural selection in the evolution of the intercept of the forewinghindwing allometry in the butterfly B. anynana. The rapid evolution of intercepts we observe produced novel morphologies, and indicates at best a limited, indirect role for short-term developmental constraints. In addition, the very strong and consistent pattern of natural selection acting on the allometry we document suggests that natural selection plays a primary role in the evolution of this scaling relationship intercept.
Materials and Methods

GENERAL METHODS
All lineages were established from the same stock population, which was established from ∼80 gravid females and has been in culture for ∼90 generations (see Brakefield et al. 2001; Beldade et al. 2002) . All rearing was at 27
• C and 12:12 L:D. Unless noted otherwise, larvae were reared in groups not exceeding 450 larvae/cage and fed maize ad libitum. Adults were maintained on banana. In all experiments, forewing (FW) and hindwing (HW) areas were estimated by calculating the area within a polygon defined by four landmarks (Fig. 1A,B) , measured by using a camera lucida attached to a digitizing tablet. Repeatabilities for both wing areas were estimated by measuring 45 females three times and dividing the among-individual mean squares for wing area by the within-individual mean squares for wing area (Lessels and Boag 1987; Becker 1992) . Artificial selection was performed on females only. Consistently high egg hatching success in the stock population, the artificially selected lineages, and the control lineages (>90%), combined with high effective population size (Brakefield et al. 2001) , indicate an absence of inbreeding in our laboratory B. anynana lineages.
TESTS FOR DEVELOPMENTAL CONSTRAINTS
Estimation of phenotypic and genetic correlations between fore-and hindwing areas
We measured the FW and HW of ∼700 stock population females to estimate the phenotypic correlation and wild-type allometry between the fore-and hindwing areas. As described below, we estimated the genetic correlation between FW and HW based on the direct and indirect response of lineages subjected to artificial selection for increased or decreased FW or HW areas. These single-trait selection lineages were established from ∼ 3000 stock population eggs, from which FW and HW areas for 750 newly eclosed females were measured and ranked. appropriate estimate as we artificially selected only females (Falconer and Mackay 1997) . Genetic correlations (r) between foreand hindwing areas were estimated for each selected direction by calculating the square root of the products of the ratios of the indirect and direct response of the traits to selection (eq. 19.7 in Falconer and Mackay 1997). A 95% confidence limit (2.5 and 97.5% quantiles) was estimated for each correlation by bootstrap resampling each population from the final generation of the experiment 5000 times in the following manner. First, all artificially selected populations and the control lineage were resampled and mean values for each resultant population calculated. Because of strong, stochastic environmental effects on absolute size each generation, comparing the unadjusted mean phenotypes across generations or experiments can be misleading. We therefore remove these environmental effects by analyzing artificially selected lineage means as deviations from the control lineage means generated by resampling. Our resampling was restricted to the final generation as data for all traits from all lineages were available for that generation only; consequently, our estimate is valid only for this generation and these environmental conditions. We calculated the genetic correlation between FW and HW as the mean of genetic correlations estimated for each artificially selected direction.
Artificial selection on allometry intercept
We performed artificial selection on FW area relative to HW area in an effort to shift the intercept, but not the slope, of the allometry (Fig. 1C ). Using our previously established criterion (Frankino et al. 2005) , we decided a priori that developmental constraints would be indicated by a failure of an artificially selected lineage to evolve a mean phenotype distinguishable from wild-type by the end of our experiment (12 generations of artificial selection). Following our established protocol for artificially selecting on allometry intercepts (Frankino et al. 2005) , we established two replicate lineages selected for large FW relative to HW (+FW/−HW; lineages A and B), and two for small FW relative to HW (−FW/+HW; lineages C and D). To identify females for selection, we used orthogonal regression, which fits a line by minimizing the deviations in both axes. This line represents the static allometry for females from a given replicate in that generation. We then quantified the deviation of all female's relative wing sizes from the static allometry of the population by calculating the residual, perpendicular distance from the allometry to each datapoint in the replicate (Fig. 1C) . Extreme residual values correspond to individuals with forewing-hindwing size combinations that are most divergent from the average in the population, and hence we used such extreme residuals to identify females for selection. In this manner, we identified and selected females to establish and perpetuate the +FW/−HW and −FW/+HW lineages. Because our approach selects females equally from across the full range of body sizes, we expected allometry intercept, but not the slope, to respond to selection (see similar approach and argument in Weber 1990). We also established an unreplicated control lineage for which we measured both traits, but from which females were selected randomly. For mating, all selected females were placed in a cage with 30-40 males collected haphazardly from the same replicate.
Under our selection design, the allometry intercept was free to evolve through changes in the value of the forewing, the hindwing, or both. We investigated the morphological basis of allometry evolution by examining the indirect responses of the individual traits to direct selection on their relative size. To quantify the indirect response of the individual fore-and hindwing sizes to direct selection on the intercept of their allometry, univariate means for each wing at each generation were plotted against the cumulative indirect selection differential each wing experienced. In our case, the indirect selection differential experienced by a wing is calculated as the difference between the bivariate mean of a lineage and the bivariate mean of selected females from that lineage in a given generation. This contrasts with the direct selection differential, which involves only the means of the perpendicular distance values and measures the difference between the intercept of the static allometry of a replicate lineage and the intercept of the static allometry of the females selected from that lineage in a given generation. Variation among replicates in the morphological basis of allometry evolution would indicate a lack of constraint whereas consistent pattern in the morphological basis of response would indicate developmental bias or constraint in how the allometry intercept can evolve in response to our selection regime.
TESTS FOR ABSENCE OF GENETIC VARIATION SELECTION −FW/+
We founded four new artificially selected lineages, two from each of the −FW/+HW lineages (lineages C and D), to determine if the cessation of response to direct selection in lineages C and D at around generation six (see Results) resulted from a lack of genetic variation in FW or HW. These new lineages were subject to selection to change absolute FW or HW areas in the same direction in which they had been previously selected jointly (i.e., −FW or +HW). To establish the new lines, 30 females from both lineages C and D that had the smallest FW and 30 more with the largest HW were selected. These new lineages were then selected for −FW or +HW as single-trait selection lineages (see above). We were also able to use these new lineages to determine if the genetic correlation between the wings had been altered during selection on the allometry intercept. We did this by estimating the genetic correlation from these lineages as outlined above. Again, because we resample data only from the final generation of this singletrait selection experiment, our estimates of the genetic correlation between wings is only valid for the conditions experienced by butterflies in that generation.
TEST FOR EXTERNAL CONSTRAINTS
Natural selection experiment
To estimate the strength and form of natural selection on the intercept of the FW/HW allometry, we divided males into three phenotype classes and compared their mating success and survival in a seminatural environment. We created two similarly outbred populations from which males could be drawn for the experiment by performing reciprocal crosses (five males and five females per cross) between each of the replicate lineages selected for novel allometry intercepts. FW/HW phenotypes of all hybrid males were quantified using the same methodology described above for females in the allometry-selected lineages (Fig. 1) , and the 30 males with the most extreme FW/HW phenotypes were placed into one of two "treatment male" phenotype categories (+FW/−HW or −FW/+HW). Control-lineage males from the artificial selection experiments were measured and used to define the wild-type static allometry for male B. anynana. Fifteen males from each hybrid lineage possessing FW/HW phenotypes closest to that of this wildtype allometry were placed into a single "control male" phenotype category for the fitness tests. In this manner, we generated controlgroup males with genotypes drawn equally from the same genetic backgrounds as that of the treatment males (Frankino et al. 2005 ), thereby minimizing any effects of female preference for a particular genetic background (e.g., Joron and Brakefield 2003) .
Phenotype classes were haphazardly assigned one of three fluorescent powder colors (blue, orange, or yellow), which was then applied to the genitalia of each male in that phenotype class. This powder is transferred during copulation and thus can be used to identify the phenotype class of male with which a female has mated (Joron and Brakefield 2003; Frankino et al. 2005) . After marking, 90 males were released at 0700 h (Day 0) into a spacious, naturally planted tropical greenhouse (∼15-m 2 flight area with a high, open space over a central pond) containing six regularly spaced feeding stations of water and banana. Butterflies interact in this patchy, heterogeneous environment as if they are in the wild (Joron and Brakefield 2003; Frankino et al. 2005) . In particular, males engaged each other in prolonged aerial chases, sometimes involving up to six males in a single group (W. A. Frankino, pers. obs.). Ninety unmated females from the control lineage were released into the greenhouse at 0700 h on Day 1, and an additional 30 females were released at 0700 h on Day 2. As females are unlikely to mate twice over the time period of our study (Joron and Brakefield 2003; and see Results) , release of females in two waves achieved a realistic butterfly density (Windig et al. 1994 ) but in a manner that promoted competition among males for access to females. All butterflies were recaptured on the afternoon of Day 3 and the morning of Day 4. Butterflies were frozen at capture and inspected under a black light to identify the phenotype class of recaptured males and the phenotype class with which individual females had mated (Joron and Brakefield 2003; Frankino et al. 2005) . Survival (recapture frequency) and fitness (proportions of mating) were compared among phenotype classes by G-test with the expectation of no differences among groups, however, estimates of male phenotype fitness include correction for male phenotype survival rate. The experiment was replicated once and dust colors assignment was made such that the same male phenotype category differed in color between replicates.
Results
TESTS FOR DEVELOPMENTAL CONSTRAINTS
As described above, we remove environmental effects on absolute size in each generation by analyzing and presenting artificially selected lineage means as deviations from control lineage means where appropriate. We also standardize values using the phenotypic variation in the starting population. This allows meaningful comparison of trait values across generations or experiments. All calculations and analyses on wing areas were performed on pixel values and converted to square millimeters only for presentation. Owing to rounding errors during conversion, in some cases slight discrepancies result in the precise values of calculations based on pixel values or on standardized square millimeters.
Estimation of phenotypic and genetic correlations between fore-and hindwing areas
Our estimates of wing area exhibited acceptable repeatabilities (FW = 0.91, HW = 0.87). FW and HW areas adhere tightly to a nearly isometric relationship and exhibit a strong, positive, phenotypic correlation ( Fig. 2A; Pearson's r = 0.95; slope of orthogonal regression = 0.94, upper and lower bounds of 95% confidence interval 0.92, 0.96; N = 698 stock population females). Mean wing areas were very similar (mean area in square mm, SD, SE for each is in parentheses; FW 112.0 (0.5), 13.0 (0.4); HW 116.9 (0.5), 13.8 (0.4) and had low variation in the perpendicular deviations from the static allometry (SD around the allometry was 3.0 mm 2 ). Over the course of the experiment, both wings responded similarly to selection in each direction ( Fig. 2B ; Table 1 ). To calculate the realized heritabilities for absolute wing size and estimate the genetic correlation between fore-and hindwing size, we standardized the data by dividing the standard deviation of the starting stock population and by expressing all transformed means as deviations from standardized control lineage means. Realized heritabilities were very similar for each wing in a given direction (h 2 : +FW = 0.38, +HW = 0.36, −FW = 0.16, −HW = 0.16; Fig. 2B ). The confidence intervals around these realized heritabilities were reasonably small, except for the +FW lineage that was affected strongly by extreme FW values in generation four (Fig. 2B) . Genetic correlations (r) between wings selected for increased area was estimated as 1.05 (upper and lower bounds of estimate, 95% confidence limits: 1.00, 1.10), and was 0.95 (0.77, 1.09) for decreased wing area. The mean genetic correlation between FW and HW was estimated as 1.0.
Artificial selection on scaling relationships and investigations of genetic variation
After 12 generations of selection, the intercept of the forewinghindwing allometry had diverged ∼ 2 SD in each direction from that of the unselected control lineage, producing distinct phenotypes ( Fig. 3A,B ; discriminant function analysis correctly classified 94.8% of females from generation 13; N = 849, replicates pooled). The bivariate means (through which the static allometry of the population passes) and (mm 2 ) for each lineage at the end of the experiment are given in Table 2 . Standard deviations of the perpendicular distances (mm 2 ) of all females in each lineage was as follows; +FW/−HW, lineage A 3.6, lineage B 3.1; −FW/+HW, lineage C 2.5, lineage D 2.8; control lineage 3.6. The +FW/−HW lineages responded steadily to selection whereas both −FW/+HW replicates ceased to evolve at about generation six (Fig 3B; lineages C and D) , producing asymmetry in how the allometry intercepts diverged. Before this plateau in response, the allometry intercepts (or the bivariate mean) had We tested the hypothesis that the plateau in the response to selection in the −FW/+HW lineages (Fig. 3B) resulted from an absence of appropriate genetic variation by using females from lineages C and D to establish four new single-trait selection lin- eages at generation eight. In this experiment, FW size decreased whereas HW failed to respond (Fig. 4) , providing mixed support for the hypothesis (but see Discussion). Using the same procedure outlined above, we estimated the genetic correlation between FW and HW using the direct and indirect response to selection in these newly founded lineages. However, an acute larval food shortage in the final generation (five) of the experiment produced atypical size differences and eclosion asynchrony between the selected lineages and the control lineage. Consequently, the control lineage was uncharacteristically small for that generation and was therefore not useful for correction of environmental effects on body size. Hence, the inclusion of the control lineage means as a correction for stochastic environmental effects on body size is biologically misleading in this experiment. We therefore estimated the genetic correlation without performing standardization using the control lineage as described previously. Instead, we estimated the genetic correlation using only the unadjusted bivariate means, which are technically all that are required to calculate r (Falconer and Mackay 1996) . The genetic correlation between wings remained strong in the single-trait selection lineages (−FW, +HW) derived from both lineages C (r = selected lineages are provided in Table 3 . In sum, the very similar estimates of the genetic correlation across our selection experiments suggest that the genetic correlation between the size of the fore-and hind wings is stable across the range of environments present in our study.
Indirect response to selection
Fore-and hindwings showed variability in how they responded indirectly to direct selection on the intercept of their scaling relationship (Fig. 5) . In the +FW/−HW replicates, both FW and HW were subject to similar amounts of indirect selection pressure, and the allometry intercepts evolved via changes in both traits to different degrees. By contrast, FW was subject to lower indirect selection pressure in the −FW/+HW lineages, and evolution of the allometry intercept in these replicates was due entirely to changes in HW.
TEST FOR EXTERNAL CONSTRAINTS
Natural selection experiment
The intercept of the forewing-hindwing allometry control class males fell along the same allometry as control-lineage males and differed in intercept from the allometry extreme phenotype classes by ∼ 3 SD in each direction (Fig. 6A) . Ninety (75%) and 101 (84%) females were recaptured in Trials 1 and 2 respectively, 81% of which had mated in each trial. Recapture rates differed among male phenotype classes in Trial 1 (G = 7.604, P = 0.022) but not in Trial 2 (G = 3.243, P = 0.198). In both trials, the mating success of wild-type phenotype males was three times higher than that of either phenotype class with divergent wing allometry (Fig. 6B) ; differences in mating success remained after survival of males in each phenotype class was taken into account (Trial 1, G = 29.6, P < 0.001; Trial 2, G = 17.83, P < 0.001). These results demonstrate strong stabilizing selection favoring the natural allometry between fore-and hindwings of B. anynana.
Discussion
Determining the relative roles of internal and external constraints in the evolution of complex phenotypes is a critical, albeit challenging, goal for evolutionary biology (Mezey and Houle 2005) . We used artificial selection to test for the presence of developmental constraints limiting the evolution of the forewing-hindwing allometry intercept in a butterfly. We then used the resultant phenotypic variation to estimate the form and strength of natural selection on this aspect of the allometry. Below we discuss our results from these experiments and then use them and the results of other investigators to infer the relative importance of developmental constraints and natural selection in the evolution of the complex phenotypes represented by scaling relationships among morphological traits in insects. 
DEVELOPMENTAL CONSTRAINTS ON FOREWING-HINDWING EVOLUTION
Bicyclus anynana FW and HW areas exhibit tight adherence to a nearly isometric relationship within and beyond the natural range of body size ( Fig. 2A ; Frankino et al. 2005 ). This pattern results from a stable genetic correlation between wings that cannot be distinguished statistically from unity in our experiments, and the narrow confidence intervals around our estimates suggest that the correlation is indeed very high if not precisely 1.0. Such a strong genetic correlation is predicted to constrain the independent evolution of traits (Lande 1979; Falconer and Mackay 1997) , inhibiting Table 3 .
phenotype evolution in directions other than that of maximum genetic covariance (Schluter 1996) . It is therefore surprising that in only 12 generations of artificial selection, the allometry evolved along an axis perpendicular to that of the maximum genetic covariance, changing in intercept to produce lineages with novel, discrete forewing-hindwing phenotypes (Fig. 3A) . By our a priori criterion, we can therefore reject the hypothesis that the strong genetic correlation between wings imposes a developmental constraint on the short-term evolution of their allometry intercept. However, developmental processes may have influenced how the allometry intercept evolved by introducing sources of evolutionarily important variation not captured in our estimates of the genetic correlation, or by introducing developmental bias (Maynard Smith et al. 1985; Arthur 2002) . Such variation or bias could have caused the eventual cessation in response of the −FW/+HW allometry intercept to direct selection (Fig. 3B ) and the interesting patterns of indirect responses to selection (Fig. 5 ). In the next sections, we discuss the evidence for these developmental effects, and then return to their general importance for the evolution of complex phenotypes such as allometries toward the end of the Discussion. The +FW/−HW lineages responded steadily to selection on their intercept whereas the intercept in both −FW/+HW replicates ceased to evolve in the longer term, beginning at about generation six (Fig 3B) . Asymmetries in the response to selection can have a variety of causes, including differences among lineages in selection differentials, inbreeding depression, variation in the frequency of key alleles, variable indirect responses to selection caused by different correlations with other traits in each selected direction, etc. (e.g., Bohren et al. 1966; Falconer and Mackay 1997) . In our case, the similarity in the cessation of response in the two −FW/+HW replicates suggests a common underlying cause. Although we cannot identify the cause(s) of the asymmetry in the response of the +FW/−HW and −FW/+HW directions, based on our data we can reject some possibilities and gather support for others. Mechanical constraints might limit the evolution of the −FW/+HW phenotype (e.g., extreme −FW/+HW allometry could cause unsuccessful pupation, eclosion, or wing unfurling). However, there were no differences in the rate of successful eclosion from the pupal case among treatments in generations eight (G = 0.350, P = 0.840, N = 1776) or nine (G = 1.165, P = 0.559, N = 2050). Consequently, we consider such physical constraints to be an unlikely explanation for the plateau in the response to selection exhibited by the −FW/+HW lineages. Genetic correlations between the FW and HW themselves or between the individual wings and some unmeasured third trait (e.g., body size) might have inhibited the response to selection (Burger 1986; Hansen et al. 2003) . Although the genetic correlation, as estimated by the single-trait selection experiments (Tables 1 and 3 lineages C and D suggests that the genetic correlation between the wings probably did not cause the cessation in the response (see below also). Assessing the likelihood that correlations with other traits imposed unexpected limits to the response to selection is difficult as the set of candidate traits is potentially large and only FW and HW were measured. Instead, a lack of appropriate genetic variation at loci contributing to the size of the individual fore-and hind wings, or at loci that specifically mediate the allometry between wings, may be responsible. We tested for the presence of genetic variation at loci regulating individual wing sizes by selecting for changes in the absolute size (−FW or +HW) in new lineages founded from the −FW/+HW lineages. The overall trend was for HW to remain unchanged and for FW to decrease (Fig. 4) , suggesting that the depletion of the genetic variation for HW may be responsible in part for the cessation in the response to selection.
The asymmetrical pattern of indirect responses of FW and HW to the direct selection on the intercept of their scaling relationship (Fig. 5 ) also suggests developmental bias that may be related to the genetic variation underlying the individual wings or loci controlling their relative size. The degree to which FW or HW size contributed to the evolution of the scaling relationship was dependent on the direction of selection (Fig. 5 ). This among-lineage variation was unexpected because the individual wings exhibited similar patterns of phenotypic variation through the experiment and nearly identical realized heritabilities in each direction (Fig. 2B ), indicating that they should have responded similarly to selection in a given direction. Moreover, we found a more consistent pattern in our companion study of the evolution of forewing-body size allometry in B. anynana (Frankino et al. 2005) , in which changes in FW were responsible for nearly all of the response to artificial selection on the intercept of that scaling relationship. These patterns of indirect responses of the wings to direct selection on their allometry intercept, and the results from the experiments described above regarding the asymmetrical response of the allometry intercept to direct selection, are consistent with results expected from selection on a limited pool of alleles that can contribute independently to, or uncouple, growth of the two wings
Together, these results demonstrate the absence of strong developmental constraints on the short-term evolution of the allometry between the fore-and hindwings. They also suggest the existence of an interesting bias, perhaps rooted in patterns of genetic variation underlying the individual traits and their scaling relationship, that affects how this allometry intercept evolves in the short and longer terms. Classical quantitative genetic models predict that genetic correlations can influence the evolutionary trajectory of a population during adaptation, constraining a population from reaching some adaptive peaks or biasing it toward others (e.g., Phillips and Arnold 1989; Arnold 1992; Price et al. 1993 ). Recent theory, however, suggests that the diversification of complex morphologies may draw upon developmental variation that can remain hidden until revealed by changes in patterns of selection (Rice 1998) and that the developmental bases of genetic correlations are more important than the strength of the correlation in determining the response to selection (Gromko 1995; Wolf et al. 2001 Wolf et al. , 2004 ; see also Klingenberg 2005) . Both here and in our previous study of morphological allometries in B. anynana (Frankino et al. 2005) , estimates of the genetic correlations between traits were based on reciprocal single-trait selection experiments and so should be interpreted with caution for a few reasons. Single-trait selection experiments may confound genetic variation underlying these individual traits with that contributing to the intercept of their allometries. Moreover, selection in the single-trait selection experiments may sort alleles at different loci than the selection experiments targeting components of their allometries directly. For example, selection for changes in absolute trait size may draw primarily on variation in body size rather than on variation in the focal trait (Weber 1990) . Such a notion is supported by the variable responses of FW to direct selection on absolute wing size (Figs. 2B, 4) and indirect response to selection on relative wing size (Fig. 5 and Frankino et al. 2005) . In sum, these complications mean that genetic correlations calculated from single-trait selection experiments may underestimate the evolutionary independence of the individual traits, generating inaccurate predictions of their response to selection. Several potential physiological processes rooted in the regulation of wing disc growth are potential targets of selection on relative wing size. For example, evolution of the allometry intercept could occur through changes in the sizes of the fore-and hindwing discs at the start of their exponential growth phases, through alterations of the relative timing and duration of these growth phases, the relative rates of wing disc growth, or the pattern of apoptosis within the wing (for recent reviews, see Emlen and Nijhout 2000; Emlen and Allen 2004; Frankino and Raff 2004; Shingleton et al. 2007 ). More information regarding the physiology and genetic architecture of absolute and relative wing size variation is required to fully elucidate the proximate basis of allometric changes in this system.
EXTERNAL SELECTIVE CONSTRAINTS ON FOREWING-HINDWING EVOLUTION
To examine the form and strength of natural selection on the intercept of the FW/HW allometry, we measured the relative fitness of competing wild-type and extreme-phenotype males in a spacious, naturally planted, tropical greenhouse. In both trials, males with the wild-type phenotype had three times higher mating success than did males from either phenotype class with divergent wing allometry intercepts (Fig. 6B) , demonstrating strong stabilizing selection on the scaling relationship intercept. There are at least three possible explanations for the higher mating success of wild-type males. First, males with deviations from the wild-type phenotype could have lower survival, which in turn would reduce their mating success. Survival (percent males recaptured) differed among phenotype classes in one of the two trials, but the much higher fitness of wild-type males remained even after survival was taken into account. Second, females may choose wild-type males on the basis of superior signals produced during flight or courtship (Joron and Brakefield 2003) . Any female preference for male phenotype must be largely unrelated to genetic background or inbreeding effects in our study, because males of wild-type phenotype were drawn from the same outcrossed populations as those with the extreme phenotypes (see Methods). We cannot exclude, however, some contribution of higher numbers of alleles for wildtype allometry in the males of the control class. Third, deviations from wild-type scaling relationships may adversely affect male locomotor performance, thereby reducing access to females in the presence of normally performing wild-type males. It is noteworthy that the strength and pattern of natural selection we document here is the same as that demonstrated for natural selection acting on the intercept of the forewing-body size allometry intercept in male B. anynana (Frankino et al. 2005) . In both cases, determining the selective forces acting on the allometry intercepts should prove interesting as they may touch on the relative importance of inter-versus intrasexual selection in the evolution of these complex phenotypes.
Conclusions
The strong natural selection on the intercept of the allometry we demonstrate is consistent with that found for other scaling relationships in insect morphology (e.g., Wilkinson and Reillo 1994; Emlen 1997; Frankino et al. 2005) . Similarly, the lack of short-term constraints we demonstrate for the intercepts of the FW/HW (this study) and FW-body size allometries in B. anynana (Frankino et al. 2005 ) is consistent with the results from other studies showing rapid scaling relationship evolution in response to novel selection regimes (e.g., Weber 1990; Wilkinson 1993; Emlen 1996; Frankino et al. 2005) . Despite the differences in developmental and genetic mechanisms that presumably regulate the growth and differentiation of the diverse traits comprising these allometries, in no case yet studied experimentally does it appear that internal developmental constraints impose short-term limits on the evolution of scaling relationships in insect morphology. This is true even when the relative size of traits shows low variation within large taxonomic groups (e.g., Hansen and Houle 2004; Mezey and Houle 2005) . The pattern emerging from these studies suggests that natural selection may be the primary determinant of allometry shape and distribution in morphological space. However, development may influence which evolutionary pathways are taken as allometries evolve, affecting both evolutionary trajectories in complex adaptive landscapes over the longer term (Burger 1986; Zeng 1988; Price et al. 1993) , and how individual traits respond indirectly to selection for novel scaling relationships. Emerging theoretical treatments posit that the developmental basis of coupling or "entanglement" among traits affects the symmetry and rates of trait evolution, the evolution of heritabilities, the impact of correlations on evolutionary trajectories across different time scales, and the evolutionary relationship among trait means, variances, and covariances (Wolf et al. 2001 (Wolf et al. , 2004 Rice 2002 Rice , 2004 ; such models may offer important insights into the evolution of complex phenotypes such as the scaling relationships among ecologically integrated trait suites (Rice 2004) . In sum, predicting how morphologies will diversify through changes in allometry intercepts or slopes may require knowing how proximate mechanisms regulate and integrate the absolute and relative growth rates of traits. Future work should focus in part on elucidating these mechanisms, and quantifying how variation in them influences how allometries evolve under different patterns of selection.
